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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, portfolio risk measurement has turned out to be not only inter-
esting and appealing but also very meaningful topic. In this thesis, we consider 
the problem of estimating the risk measurement for portfolio by nested simula-
tion procedures. Firstly, we apply two methods developed by Gordy and Juneja 
(2006，2008) and Broadie, Du, and Moallemi (2010). In their methods, Gordy 
and Juneja, propose a standard nested simulation; Broadie, Du, and Moallemi 
present another efficient approach by sequentially allocating the computational 
budgets. Based on their experience, we develop two new approaches - Least 
Square Monte-Carlo approach and Stochastic Mesh approach in risk measure-
ment. We use these two methods to estimate the future portfolio value as a 
conditional expectation in the inner level simulation step. Moreover, several nu-
merical experiments have been conducted and we compare the four approaches 
numerically and find out that Least Square method may be fast and easy to 
implement without allocating computational budgets into outer and inner level 
simulations, while stochastic mesh method can be accurate but time-consuming. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background and Objective 
In 2008, one of the most shocking financial events was the bankruptcy of Lehman 
Brothers. The immediate trigger, of course, was the subprime mortgage crisis 
which brought a series of terrible impacts on global financial market. However, 
the firm's lack of attention to risk might take a role inevitably. In fact, the mea-
surement and management of risk is vital to the survival of financial institutions 
and the stability of the financial system. Regulation requires each financial in-
stitution to measure the risk of the firm's entire portfolio and to set its capital 
reserves accordingly, also to reduce the chance of bankruptcy if large losses occur. 
To maintain the stability of financial industry, the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision created an international standard about how much capital banks 
needed to put aside to guard against financial and operational risks they face. 
It is known as the Basel Accord (Basel I, 1988 and Basel II, 2004). These cap-
ital requirements against possible losses are crucial aspects of regulatory efforts 
to prevent a cascade of defaults that can paralyze the global financial system. 
That's why risk measurement have turned to be not only interesting but also 
very meaningful topic, which my research work would like to focus on. 
In this thesis, we attempt to efficiently estimate three different risk measure-
ments - Probability of large loss, Value-at-Risk and Expected Shortfall based on 
1 
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Monte-Carlo simulation methods. At first we review the two past methods in 
nested simulation for risk measurements. Then we apply the idea of Least Square 
Moiite-Carlo and Stochastic Method in evaluating the conditional expectation 
values in nested simulation. Following the algorithms, we develop the numeri-
cal experiments to compare the convergence rate of the four methods under the 
one-dimensional state variable case and multi-dimensional case. 
1.1.1. Risk Measurement 
While, risk, in simple terms, measures how volatile a portfolio's returns are. 
Taking it as a probabilistic or statistical concept, there are a lot of (sometimes 
even conflicting) notions and measurements of risk. As a result, it can be difficult 
to measure the risk of a portfolio and determine how various investments and 
asset allocations affect the risk. So it is important to express the risk in a 
way that permits it to be understood and controlled by different people like 
traders, senior managers, regulators, and others. Traders need to have better 
understanding of how risk arises and, more importantly, how it can be averted 
so that their performance can be enhanced. Regulators and risk managers need 
to have certain tools to control risk and even to exploit it. 
Value-at-Risk 
In the past few decades, there were plenty of risk measures: historical standard 
deviations to measure portfolio's volatility, gap analysis to give a crude idea of 
interest-rate risk exposure, various duration concepts for fixed income assets, 
Greek parameters of derivatives, etc. Among these risk measurements, Value-
at-Risk (VaR) is particularly appealing and valuable in portfolio management 
applications. 
VaR offers a way to meaningfully aggregate different types of market risk 
with a statistical framework and therefore helps in measuring and communicating 
risk information. Such concept was nicely described by Linsmeier and Pearson 
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(Linsmeier and Pearson,1996,p.3). Philippe Jorion, in a milestone book (Value-
at-Risk, 2001) on VaR, defined the VaR this way:"VaR summarizes the expected 
maximum loss (or worst loss) over a target horizon within a given confidence 
level”. For example, if a bank's 10-day 99% VaR is $3 million, there is only 
a 1% chance that losses will exceed $3 million in 10 days. Since it is based 
on probabilities, it cannot be relied on with certainty, but is rather a level of 
confidence, which is selected by the user in advance. 
VaR is recommended in the Basel II framework as the basis for capital 
requirements against market risk. Variance-covariance method, Historical sim-
ulation and Monte-Carlo simulation are the three main methods for computing 
VaR. 
Expected Shortfall 
VaR is often criticized as not presenting a full picture of the risks a company 
faces. Artzner et al.(1997,1999) have proposed the following two shortcomings 
of VaR: 
• VaR measures percentiles of portfolio loss distributions, and discards ex-
treme loss beyond the VaR level. Thus, VaR may ignore important infor-
mation regarding the tails of the distribution. The BIS (Bank for Inter-
national Settlements) Committee on the Global Financial System (2000) 
terms this problem as "tail risk". 
• The second shortcoming is that VaR is not coherent. It does not satisfy 
the subadditivity property. 
To remedy the problems, Artzner et al. (1997) proposed the use of expected 
shortfall which was defined as the conditional expectation of loss given the loss 
is beyond the VaR level. In other words, where VaR answers the question "how 
bad can things get?", expected shortfall answers "if things do get bad, what is 
our expected loss?". By its definition, expected shortfall took losses beyond the 
VaR level into account. It was demonstrated the expected shortfall Imd 110 tail 
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risk under more lenient conditions and to be subadditive (Yamai and Yoshiba, 
2002c). 
Expected shortfall, like VaR, is a function of two parameters: the time 
horizon(A/'-day) and the confidence level(x%). It is the expected loss during an 
TV-day period, conditioning on that the loss is greater than the xth percentile 
of the loss distribution. For example, with x = 95 and N = 10, the expected 
shortfall is the average amount which is lost over a 10-day period, assuming that 
the loss is greater than the 95th percentile of the loss distribution. 
Computing Method based on Simulation 
Simulation methods are often used to compute risk measurements. We briefly 
introduce historical simulation method and Monte-Carlo simulation as follows. 
For the historical simulation, the idea is intuitively simple to understand. 
For instance, to calculate VaR, we need simply keep a historical record of daily 
profit and losses within the portfolio and then calculate the fifth percentile for 
95 percent or one percentile for 99percent VaR. As well as being simple, the 
historical method is more realistic. Unlike variance-covariance method to calcu-
late VaR, the normally distributed return assumption and constant correlations 
assumption are not needed in this case. On the other hand, the weakness is that 
only past information is included. For historical simulation, we use past data to 
predict the future performance of the portfolio losses. Therefore, the prediction 
is not guaranteed to be reliable most of the time. 
Unlike historical simulation, the Monte-Carlo method does not conduct the 
simulation using the observed data over the last N periods to generate N hypo-
thetical portfolio losses (or profit). Instead, one chooses a statistical distribution 
that is believed to adequately capture or approximate the possible changes in 
the market risk factors. Then thousands, or perhaps tens of thousands randomly 
generated simulations are run forward in time. Finally, the distribution of pos-
sible portfolio losses may be constructed. And the VaR is determined from the 
distribution. This method is more realistic and more likely to give an accurate 
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result. 
1.1.2. Monte-Carlo Simulation 
The Monte-Carlo method has a long history in science and engineering, and it was 
first developed in the 1940s by John von Neumann, Stanislaw Ulam and Nicholas 
Metropolis to deal with some of the calculations involved in nuclear physics. It 
hasn't been used in the finance area until the late 1970s to price derivatives and 
estimate their Greeks. Glasserman (2004) developed the use of Monte Carlo 
method in finance and also used simulation as a vehicle for presenting models 
and ideas from financial engineering. The basic concept of Monte-Carlo method 
applied in financial engineering is to simulate repeatedly a random process for 
the financial variable of interest covering a wide range of possible situations. 
Thus simulation can create the entire distribution of portfolio values. In that 
ca^e, Monte-Carlo simulation is more flexible and accurate. 
The simulation process may involve some typical steps. At first we select a 
model for the stochastic variables of interest. Having chosen the model, we give 
an estimation to its correlated parameters - volatilities, correlations and so on 
based on the suitable judgements (historical or available market data). We then 
construct simulated paths for the stochastic variables. For each path, a set of 
hypothetical terminal values in the portfolio is produced. Then we repeat the 
simulation enough time to be confident that the simulated distribution of the 
portfolio value is su伍ciently close to the real distribution. At last, we can obtain 
the goal estimate upon this proxy distribution. 
A nested simulation is often conducted to estimate the portfolio risk. The 
basic idea is described below. In an outer simulation, we generate several finan-
cial scenarios and for each outer scenario we estimate the portfolio values in an 
inner simulation progress. The process is first to simulate repeatedly a random 
process for the financial variable of interest covering a wide range of possible 
situations. Thus simulation can create the entire distribution of portfolio values. 
To be more flexible and accurate than other methods, Monte-Carlo simulation 
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chooses a, statistical distribution that is believed to adequately capture or ap-
proximate the possible changes in the market risk factors. Then thousands, or 
perhaps tens of thousands randomly generated simulations are run forward in 
time. Finally, the distribution of possible portfolio losses may be constructed. 
And the corresponding risk measurements are determined from the distribution. 
As the most powerful and flexible method, Monte-Carlo technique has its 
main advantages: Firstly, the large numbers of scenarios generated provide a 
more reliable and comprehensive measure of risk than analytic models. Secondly 
it can capture convexity of nonlinear instruments and changes in volatility and 
time. But the main obstacle here is also very obvious. Because of its high 
flexibility, Monte-Carlo method can potentially account for a wide range of risk; 
meanwhile for a meaningful result, the number of simulations can often increase 
rapidly to millions, which makes it highly computational-intensive. 
1.2. Literature Review 
Since the late 1960s, the phenomenal growth in trading activities and the massive 
increases in the range of instruments traded in the market have spurred the devel-
opment of risk management. Regulatory agencies and investors are increasingly 
concerned about the risk exposures of financial institutions. Thus, risk manage-
ment has been attracting tremendous interest in recent years and regarded as a 
distinct subfield of the theory of finance. Crouhy, Galai and Mark (2000) repre-
sented the overviews and consolidation of the entire financial risk management 
field including policies, methodologies, data, and technological infrastructure. 
McNeil, Frey and Embrechts (2006) provided a comprehensive treatment of the 
theoretical concepts and modeling techniques of quantitative risk management, 
as well as practical tools to solve real-world problems. 
While managing the risk, the first step is to quantify the riskiness of our 
position and hence to decide if it is acceptable or not. For this reason, several 
classes of risk measures were proposed in literature. Among different kinds of risk 
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measures, Value at Risk (VaR) and coherent risk measures were often considered. 
VaR was first used by major financial institutions in the late 1980s to measure 
the risk of their trading portfolios. Since that time period, the use of VaR has 
exploded. Linsmeier and Pearson (1996) and Duffie and Pan (1997) gave an 
overview for VaR, as well as the measuring methods. 
Most risk practitioners embraced VaR with varying degrees of enthusiasm, 
but there were also those who warned that VaR incurred deeper problems and 
could be dangerous. As we know, it seems natural to look for a measure of 
risk which is "sensitive" to diversification. Unfortunately, in general VaR fails 
to satisfy this property and, even for sums of independent risky positions, its 
behavior is not as we would expect. Embrechts (2000) presented an overview of 
this criticism about VaR not being sub-additive, which meant that the risk of a 
portfolio could be larger than the sum of the stand-alone risks of its components 
when measured by VaR. (Also see, Artzner et al. (1997, 1999); Rootzen and 
Kliippelberg (1999), or Acerbi et al. (2001)) Hence, managing risk by VaR 
might fail to stimulate diversification. Moreover, VaR does not take into account 
the severity of an incurred damage event. As a response to these deficiencies, 
the notion of coherent risk measures was introduced in Artzner et al. (1997’ 
1999). An important example for a risk measure of this kind was the Expected 
Shortfall (Artzner et al., (2001)). Expected Shortfall is defined as the conditional 
expectation of loss beyond the VaR level. Acerbi and Tasche (2001) presented 
the coherence properties and some further background on Expected Shortfall. 
In this thesis, nested simulation is involved to measure risk. We gener-
ate many possible future scenarios and try to value the portfolio value for each 
scenario. If derivative securities are involved, we may conduct an inner-level 
simulation to estimate the portfolio values. The resulting computational bur-
den can be quite large. Based on this concern, there are mainly two approaches 
developed to make nested simulation more computationally efficient. The first 
approach referred to Frye (1998) and Shaw (1998)，who proposed a dinieiusioii 
reduction method and interpolation. The main idea is first to perform Monte-
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Cm.lo simulation to estimate the portfolio value in only some scenarios, then 
to use interpolation to approximate the portfolio values in all scenarios. The 
other approach is more automated and generic. The earliest work is the the-
sis of Lee (1998), which related to point estimation of VaR. Lee discussed how 
to reduce the mean squared error of the point estimator with a uniform nested 
simulation, which employed a constant number of inner samples across the port-
folio re-valuation step, thus allocating computational effort uniformly across all 
scenarios. Then Gordy and Juneja (2006, 2008) followed the similar idea in 
proposing a simulation procedure for point estimation of a portfolio's large loss 
probabilities and Value-at-Risk. They analyzed how a fixed computational bud-
get may be allocated to the inner and the outer step to minimize the mean square 
error of the resultant estimator. Broadie, Du, and Moallemi (2010) developed 
another efficient simulation procedure for estimating the probability of large loss 
by sequentially allocate computational effort in the inner simulation based on 
marginal changes in the risk estimator in each outer scenario. While, a two-level 
simulation for interval estimation of expected shortfall was presented by Lan, 
Nelson and Staum (2007, 2010). Liu and Staum (2010) also focused on expected 
shortfall and they provide a computationally efficient simulation procedure for 
point estimation of expected shortfall. 
In this thesis, we develop two approaches to estimate the conditional expec-
tation in portfolio repricing step - Least Square Approach and Stochastic Mesh 
Method. These methods were also used in American option pricing in Longstaff 
and Schwartz (2001) and Broadie and Glasserman (2004) respectively. 
1.3. Structure of This Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the 
problem formulation and basic setting first, followed by the specific formula for 
different risk measurements under our problem setting. Then we will review 
the former two methods in nested simulation for risk measurement in Chapter 
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3. Section 3.1 covers the most common method - Uniform Sampling and its 
corresponding MSE estimator for different risk measures. In Section 3.2, the 
motivation and basic idea for Sequential Sampling have been introduced. In 
Chapter 4 we mainly discuss our two new approaches by applying n nested sim-
ulation for risk measurement. The algorithms are displayed in detail. There are 
some numerical experiments by using Monte-Carlo simulation showed in Chapter 
5. At last, in Chapter 6 we give the insight into the future work and conclusion 
for the whole thesis. 
CHAPTER 2 
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND 
REVIEW OF PAST METHODS 
2.1. Problem Formulation and Basic Setting 
To describe the portfolio measurement problem in mathematical language, we 
first introduce the following notations. Let's consider the basic risk measurement 
in portfolio management at some future time t = //(the risk horizon). 
Let St be a D-dimensional Markov process of several state variables that 
govern portfolio prices. The risk factor vector St might include equity prices 
and other underlying prices referenced by derivatives. We denote {7；} as the 
filtration generated by St. 
Consider the portfolio P consisting of K positions. Let 7； be the maturity 
of position k and assume T^ is finite. Let ( 7 � � be the cumulative cashflows 
for position k over the period (0,亡]which is based on the underlying St. So the 
market value of each position V�(t) is the discounted expected present value 
of its cash flows under the risk-neutral measure Q. We denote r as the riskless 
rate. Then 
V � � = e - 小 - 亡 � � I j y for t < T, 
and 
� � = 0 for t > n 
10 
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The total portfolio loss L can be computed by 
K H 
L = ； � ( 0 ) - � ( i / ) + Y � � ) ） 
k=i Jo 
To explain the above equation, the first term in the above equation is the 
current value of the whole portfolio. The middle one is the discounted future 
value. At last we adjust for the interim cashflows which can be reinvested in the 
money market. 
Without loss of generality, to simplify the notations and discuss different 
simulation approaches under a consistent assumption we assume the portfolio 
has no intermediate cashflows before time H, and the riskless rate is deterministic 
and during the period t 二 (0, H] riskfree rate equals to 0 . Thus we can rewrite 
the expression for the portfolio loss. 
K K 
L = ； � ( 0 ) — E V � ( / / ) 
k=l k=l 
三 K ) - Vh (2.1) 
where 
yn = j y � � � = 厂 V 小 -〜 C �� I J；). (2.2) 
k=l k=l Jh 
Here we assume the initial price V^  is already known and can be taken as 
constants in our algorithm. 
2.2. Risk Measurement 
In mathematical language, risk can be defined as a functional p that quantifies 
the risk of the random variable L by a scalar p{L) e R . In the introduction, we 
have already introduced the basic concepts for several risk measurement. Here, 
we will focus on the three most popular and widely used risk measurements: The 
probability of large loss, Value-at-Risk(Kai?) and Expected Sliortfall(ES). Here 
I add some more rigorous descriptions. 
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Probabi l i ty of large loss The probability of large loss is perhaps the most 
l)a,sic risk measure. It is very straightforward and easy to understand. It 
tells a probability that the future portfolio value falls below a pre-specified 
threshold. We now give a mathematical definition: 
For a given large loss u, the probability of a large loss is estimating the 
probability of portfolio loss L exceeding u, that is, 
a = P(L > u). 
Value-at-Risk Value-at-risk offers a way to meaningfully aggregate different 
types of market risk with a statistical framework and therefore helps in 
measuring and communicating risk information. It is defined as the loss 
level that will not be exceeded with a certain confidence level during a 
certain period of time. 
To explain VaR more specifically, given a probability of a, or a confidence 
level 1 - a , and a holding period of length t, then the 1 — a confidence 
VaR is the expected loss that will be less than the VaR with probability 
1 — a. 
The mathematical expression for VaR is as below. 
For a target probability a, VaR is the value 1�given by 
la = VaRo, = inf{/ :P{L<l)>l-a} 
Expec ted Shortfall As an alternative to VaR, Expected shortfall is a coherent 
measure of financial portfolio risk. This is also sometimes referred to as 
conditional value at risk(CVaR), average value at risk(AVaR), and expected 
tail loss(ETL). 
Given a quantile-level a, ES is defined to be the expected loss of portfolio 
value given that a loss is occurring at or below the a — quantile. 
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Thus we give the following formal definition for ES. For a given probability 
a, la is the corresponding VaR, 
ESa = ^{E[L . + -a-Pr(L < /,))) 
where the first term is also known as "tail conditional expectation" and 
the second term is a correction for mass at quantile 
If the underly distribution for L is a continuous distribution then the ex-
pected shortfall is equivalent to: 
In our thesis, we try to use monte-carlo methods to give estimations for 
these risk measurements. Suppose now we simulate n scenarios, cji,... for 
the risk factors which the portfolio depends on and based on each scenario we 
obtain the portfolio loss Loss(cu,) for i 二 1, . . . ,n. Thus we approximate the 
different risk measurements as following. 
The Probabi l i ty of Large Loss For a given large loss u, the probability of a 
large loss can be estimated by, 
1 
^ = (2-3) 
Value-at-Risk For a target insolvency probability a, to give an estimate for 
yo^Ra, we sort these estimates L(cji), • . . , L{ujn) as 丄⑴ > 丄⑵ > • • > 
Then L � — provides an estimate of 
A A 
L = Li^ri] (2.4) 
where「工]is the ceiling of the real number x. 
Expec ted Shortfall For a given probability a, is the corresponding VaB, 
we already know the expected shortfall is 
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Thus 
is the estimate for the expected shortfall, 
we may write the point estimate as 
1「随 1 1 
ESa = - V - 4 ] (2.5) 
a n " \ ) 
i—\ 
where > L[2] > • • • > L^ n] 
Two-level Simulation When we do risk measurement, Monte-Carlo simulation 
is a powerful tool. Basically, with Monte-Carlo technique, we choose the stochas-
tic process and the probability distribution that generate time series of interest 
and then we create an incredibly high number of scenarios to evaluate the profit 
or losses on the portfolio of interest. For example, to estimate the probability 
of large loss of a specific portfolio, we firstly generate n scenarios: for 
the risk factors which the portfolio depends on, then calculate the portfolio loss 
Loss{ui) for each scenario if the loss can be calculated precisely. At last given a 
loss threshold u, the probability of large loss is estimated via formula (2.3). This 
is a general single-level Monte-Carlo simulation. Unfortunately, the portfolio loss 
usually can not be exactly computed. That's the reason we need to develop a 
two-level simulation. 
To obtain an estimate of the risk measurements related to portfolio loss, 
we need to approximate the distribution of the random variable Loss by using 
Monte-Carlo. That is what we call an outer level simulation in which we dmw 
simulation paths of sampling of risk factors up to the horizon H. Another chal-
lenge is that for each outer path of scenario generated, the exact value of portfolio 
loss is difficult to calculate. The portfolio often contains complex derivative se-
curities which are path-dependent with nonlinear payoffs. As a result, an inner 
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simulation procedure is applied to evaluate the portfolio value and cashflows 
between H and time maturities. 
Since nested Monte-Carlo simulation can represent a heavy computational 
burden, there are various estimation approaches have been applied. I will mainly 
introduce the work of Gordy and Juneja (2008) and Broadie, Du and Moallemi 
(2010). 
2.3. Uniform Sampling 
Gordy and Juneja (2008) developed a nested simulation for three risk measures. 
It follows the most common idea below. At first step, we simulate n outer sample 
paths. For each path, we uniformly distribute m inner samples for re-pricing the 
portfolio loss given information obtained upon some intermediate time H. 
z " • 
Sh (wi) Zz--， 
^ > - m 
/ s h (W2) � -
二 
, � � z Z S. (w.) 
S o � . � . 
SH^Wn-l) 么.'《 
'^ (vvn) 
O h 广 
Figure 2.1: Uniform sampling 
The simulation procedures are illustrated as follows. 
• Draw n outer simulation paths St for t e (0, H] under the physical measure. 
Denote these n scenarios by cji,…，av 
• For each outer path, simulate m "inner step" trials from time H to the 
maturity. These inner trails are simulated under the risk-neutral iiiea,sure. 
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• I'^ valuatc portfolio price at maturity and discount back to time H for each 
inner path under the specific outer scenario to obtain the “V//”. 
• Calculate portfolio loss L at time H using formula (2.1) for each in-
ner path under the specific outer scenario. For “oV，scenario, denote 
� “ A 
Z,’1’ Z,:’2，…，Z�rn as m i.i.d. samples of losses generated according to the 
inner steps. 
In the uniform sampling, there are uniformly m inner trails for each outer 
scenario cj,. We can approximate L(cj^) by 
1 m 
m J 
In the outer level of the simulation, we approximate the distribution of 
L by an empirical distribution. We assume are n independent and 
identically distributed samples drawn from the real-world distribution ofu. Then 
we can approximate the different risk measurements by formula (2.3)，(2.4) and 
(2.5). 
2.3.1. MSE Estimator 
In the uniform sampling, the total number of simulated samples is fixed as k, i.e. 
k = The objective is to choose optimal allocation of n and m so that we can 
minimize the mean squared error of estimators for different risk measurements. 
Gordy and Juneja (2006,2008) provided an analysis for the asymptotic behavior 
of the MSE of estimators for probability of large loss, Value-at-Risk and Expected 
Shortfall. The optimal uniform estimators for three measures are consistent. 
The optimal solution would utilize a number of outer scenarios n of order k啡、 
a number of inner samples m of order and result in an MSE of order k-耶. 
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2.4. Sequential Sampling 
Broadie, Du and Moallemi (2010) have proposed a new algorithm called Efficient 
Sequential Sampling based on Gordy and Juneja (2008)'s work. It focused on one 
risk measure, the probability of large loss. The main idea of Sequential Sampling 
is sequentially allocating computational effort in the inner step simulation based 
on some marginal changes in the risk estimator for each outer scenario. 
In uniform sampling, we uniformly distribute a constant number of inner 
samples for each outer scenario, which is straight-forward but may not be an 
efficient one. We consider now there are two outer scenarios cji and � 2 with the 
corresponding portfolio losses and Uyj:� . Suppose that L{ui) is far away 
from the loss threshold u(much larger than u or less than u), and L(cj2)is quite 
^ A 
near u. Denote Li and L2 as the estimated portfolio loss under scenarios � 1 
and UJ2. We assume the estimated portfolio loss Li and L2 follow the probability 
Probability 
\ \ ： , 
/ \ , s 
^ ——•——--一 Loss 
人 ⑴ 1 ) U /J⑴。） 
Figure 2.2: The motivation of non-uniform sampling. 
distribution displayed in Figure 3.2. It is obvious that the L^ obtained by sim-
ulation is unlikely to impact the overall estimator a. However, in scenario 6J2, 
it is hard to determine whether L^ is larger or smaller than u. Thus we should 
allocate more inner steps in scenario 0^ 2, and fewer inner steps in scenario c^i. 
Broadie, Du and Moallemi (2010) developed an algorithm implementing the 
above idea. Then a modification method is followed to give asymptotic analysis 
for MSE of the estimator. After the discussion, Sequential Sampling can achieve 
a MSE of order /c-"5. The optimal allocation is that outer scenario number n is 
of. order 丨and an average inner stage samples m is of order 
CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY： OUR APPROACH 
3.1. Least-Squares Monte-Carlo Approach 
In this work, we focus on risk measurement problem based on simulation. From 
previous discussions, we separate the simulation procedures into two parts. 
Firstly we simulate several outer scenarios to approximate the distribution of 
portfolio loss at time H. Secondly, we need to construct inner simulation process 
to approximate the portfolio value at time / / as a conditional expectation in 
(2.2). In this way we can calculate the corresponding loss value for each outer 
scenario. 
In pricing American option problem, it involves a comparison of the condi-
tional expectation as the continuation value of the option and the exercise value 
of the option during the backward dynamic programming process. Longstaff and 
Schwartz (2001) proposed an influential algorithm, called Least Square Monte 
Carlo (LSM), in which the inner-level samples were used to estimate a paramet-
ric relationship between the state variables and the conditional expectation as 
the continuation value of the option. Following the similar idea of LSM, we may 
develop a Least Square approach in our risk measurement problem. 
18 
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3.1.1. Framework 
In the previous discussion, we have already known that to obtain the estimation 
of different risk measurements, we need to determine the distribution of our 
portfolio loss. However, it is generally hard to determine the exact value of the 
loss. Thus one important task is to evaluate the portfolio loss by monte-carlo 
simulation. 
As we mentioned in Section 2.1, the formulas for the market value of the 
portfolio and portfolio loss at some future time H are 
V h = ; f > ⑷ ⑷ = E ^ i f ^ 广 e - 小 - 〜 C ⑷ ⑷ •丑)； ( 3 . 1 ) 
丄二 K ) — 二 1 / ⑷ ( 0 ) — E Q 、 f ^ r e - 小 - 〜 C ⑷ ⑷ I T * " ) . 
k=l k=l JH 
Here Kq is assumed to be known. To obtain the value of loss, we may ap-
proximate the conditional expectation by applying least-square regression on a 
suitable finite set of basis functions. In the paper "An analysis of a least squares 
regression method for American option pricing”，Clement, Lamberton and Plot-
ter pointed out that the algorithm for LSM involved two steps of approximation. 
The first step of approximation was to replace the conditional expectation by a 
finite linear combination of "basis" functions. Within the second step of the ap-
proximation, they applied Monte-Carlo simulations and least squares regression 
to compute the linear combination given in approximation one. Our method also 
based on the two-step approximation methodology. 
In the first approximation s tep We represent the conditional expectation 
Vh 
as a linear combination of a countable set of J^/z-measurable basis func-
tions 
M 
V H � V ! f � S H � = Y A - . h � S H � , (3.2) 
7=1 
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wlieie the sequence /i(5'/y),... ,/m(5'//) are linearly independent in the 
Hibert space Thus it is reasonable to write an element of the L? space 
as a linear combination of the elements of the basis. 
Ill the second approximation step We try to determine the coefficient value 
using Monte-Carlo simulations and least-squares regres-
sion method. 
The procedures are as follows. 
• Firstly, we simulate n scenarios. Draw n simulation paths St for t G 
(0, H] under the physical measure. We denote these n scenarios by 
• • • Thus we obtain Sh{oji), . . . , Sniun)-
• For each scenario � ” we simulate one path from time H to maturities 
under the risk-neutral measure. Whatever the number of cashflows is, 
we can always calculate the discounted cash flows along the simulated 
path. Then we can obtain the estimations for . . . , by 
formula (3.1). 
• Subsequently, we use these observations to determine the coefficients 
P in the first approximation step by regression. 
n M 
• Replacing P in formula (3.2) by —，w e achieve the second approxi-
mation 
M 
Vh - V^'(S^) - 制 = E / T ) . A(SH). (3.3) 
Thus for scenario cj,, the LSM estimate for Vh is 
M 
I M � - 风 " ( 知 ( ⑷ ） = E A � • M S i M 从 z = 1, . . . (3.4) 
?;=i 
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We can approximate the portfolio loss by L{uj,) = Vq - i=l,...，n. 
Based on these realizations, we can approximate the corresponding risk measure-
ment. 
3.2. Stochastic Mesh Method in risk 
measurement 
By using two-level simulation to measure risk, Uniform Sampling and Sequential 
method both develop a tree shape in simulation. First we simulate n outer 
scenarios, then for each scenario, we simulate several inner paths. In American 
option pricing problem, to estimate the continuous value of the option, tree-
building method is considered as the most straight-forward way. But if there 
are total k phases of periods until maturity, and for each phase, there are n 
number of scenarios to be generated, then the total paths will be rA To avoid 
the exponentially increase of total paths, Bordie and Glasserman proposed the 
stochastic mesh method which generated only n paths in total along the whole 
period. The same idea can be implemented in our risk measurement problem in 
the inner pricing level to estimate the portfolio value as a conditional expectation. 
3.2.1. Framework 
We start with a simplified situation: There is only one stream of cash flow at 
time T and T > H. The cash flow depends on the state variable St-, and we write 
the payoff function as Vt 二 We first give the simulation procedures. 
First level for scenarios generating: Simulate n paths for St from time 0 to 
time H under physical measure. We denote these n scenarios by cj i , . . . , c^v 
Second level for pricing the portfolio value: For each simulated scenario 
'57/(�2)，we simulate one path from time H to maturities under the risk-
neutral measure. 
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/7 St (wi) 
/ ST(W2) 
\ � � \ �� .�> 
\ \ \ Sh (wi) St (wi) 
\ ^(Wn-l) ‘ S"t (Wn-l) 
^ ^ (Wn) 
I I I , 
0 H T t 
Figure 3.1: Simulation framework for St 
Thus the portfolio value at time H is the discounted future cash flow 
I M 知 M ) = (3.5) 
Now the goal is to estimate the above conditional expectation by using all 
information at points (的)，...，SjiuJn). The basic idea of stochastic 
mesh method is that we want to estimate the portfolio value at a node at time 
H by using values from all nodes at time T, not just the successors of current 
node. We may write the conditional expectation in (3.5) as a weighted average 
form. 
VniSHiu,)) = EQ^MSt^-八 t - h � \ S h � 
n 
where w{T, Sh��i), St{uJj)) is a weight attached to the arc joining point Snioji) 
to point St{lOj). 
According to the above idea, we can estimate the portfolio value as an 
conditional expectation with n simulation paths in total. That is the main 
advantage and motivation behind stochastic mesh method. Then we will describe 
the detail implements of stochastic mesh method. We introduce a Markov chain 
X�), Xi^, Xi^,..., X t here. 
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• Generate the Mesh Points 
The first step is to generate the mesh points Xt{i) for z = 1, 2 , . . . , n and 
t = H,T. 
In the outer-level simulation, we already draw n paths for Sh under the 
physical measure. We set Xh{i) = SnioJi) for z = 1, 2 , . . . , n, and generate 
Xt(^�following some density function. The choice of density function will 
be described later. 
XH(1) • > • XT{1} 
X h � • . • x.(2| 




XH(n-l> • . • x i n - l ) 
• > • x-(n) 
Figure 3.2: Generate the mesh points 
Now we will estimate the portfolio value at time H as a weighted average 
of the mesh estimators at time T. 
The mesh estimator is calculated by the following formulas 
for t = T, 
脉 = 了⑷)， 
where hr is the payoff function at time T, and t = 1,... ,n; 
for t = H, 
〜 ( 知 ⑷ ） = 『 — 师 T ( 知 ⑷ ） 了 ⑷ ) ， ( 3 . 6 ) 
where w{T, Xh{:i), Xrik)) is a weight attached to the arc joining mesh 
point X//(z) to mesh point 
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_ 一 — 
Xh(n-l) X.(n-1) 
X.(n) X’(n) 
Figure 3.3: An illustration of calculation among mesh points 
• Determine the Weights on the Arc. 
Suppose that conditional on Sh = x, we define the transition density 
f r ix , . ) for S t as follows. 
P{ST e A\SH = X)= [ fT{x,u)du, 
J A 
and Ft{-) denote the marginal density of St. We denote g八 .�as the density 
function for Xt； t = H,T. 
Our approximation in (3.6) involves using ⑷）for k=l , . . . , n, the 
information about the mesh points. But Xrik) for A: = 1 , . . . , n are gener-
ated from the density function gT{-) rather than Ft{-). 
Consider the portfolio value at time H 
V h { S H ) = = (3 .7 ) 
二 e-八 t-h) J Vt�u�. Mx,u�du 
—p-r{T-H) f.r / X frix^u) 
- e J Vriu) • 
三 r ( 了 . 地 而 ⑷ ) ] 
griXrik)) 
From the last expression, we see that we can use information at the mesh 
points Xrik) to estimate 五 ( e — 厂 ( 了 - 丹 ) = x) even though the 
points Xr{k), /c = 1，2，. . .，n are generated by the density gri-)-
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Comparing equations (3.6) and (3.7), we can make a conclusion that 
〜 知 ⑷ ） = ^ 亡 [ e - " 了 — V r i X r i k ) ) . w{T, ⑷ , 义 了 ⑷ ) ] ( 3 . 8 ) 
where 
义 / / � ( � for I = 1,2, ...,1V, VT{XT{k)) = hT{XT{k)) for k = 1,2,...,n 
and 
w(T,XHW,XAk)) = ,MXH�t3k)). 
griXrik)) 
• Determine the Density Function for Mesh Points 
Up to now, we haven't discuss the probability density function by which 
the random mesh points are generated. In Broadie and Glasserman (2004), 
to avoid exponential growth in variance of the estimator, they proposed one 
way to choose the density 仍(•) as the average transition density 
注 腦 — 1 ( 加 ） 
i.e. 
1 ” 
9T{U) = fT{XH{j),u) 
71/ 
J=l 
where /t(>, .) is the transition density for St given that Sh = x. 
Thus the weight function w(T\ Xh(i), XT(k)) may be written as 
w{T,XH[i),XT[k)) = fT{XH{t).Xr{k))__ 
” ))iEU MXn{j).xAk)y 
In our setting, no intermediate cashflows is involved, and only one step 
exists from H to T, there is no exponential growth variance problem. Thus 
another nature choice for 仍(.)is to set gt{u) = ft{u), the marginal density 
for St. 
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3.2.2. With a series of cash flows 
We have discussed the situation where there is only one cash flow be-
tween time interval (//, T]. Now we consider the case that there are 
cashflows at time points (/i，力2，…山,..�tN = T) and H = to < t � < 
• • • < U < tN = T. We assume there exists a series of payoff functions 
We still build up the mesh points Xt{j) for j = 1, 2’，，n and 力=力0，-. •，t^. 
Set Xtoij) = Sh{uJj) for .7. = 1，2，...，n and generate only one path Xt^j) 
from XtQ(j) using some density function 机（•). 
/ X . ( l ) 
Sh ( W 2 ) / X f c ( 2 ) 
S o . . . 
V \ 
\ \ \ \ >Mn-l 丨 
S h ( w n . i ) ^ ^ n - l ) > ^ ^ Xt>,(n-1) 
Sh (vvn)= Xt:(n) x,(n) ^ Xt、(n} 
cashflows 
I - J I _ _ _ I 1 ^ 
0 H=t0 ti t2 . . . tN =T t 
Figure 3.4: An illustration of multiple cash flows in the future 
Thus the portfolio value at time H equals to the cumulative value of future 
discounted cashflows. 
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We can treat Vh as a summation of a series of conditional expectations. 
Subsequently, we apply the above simplified stochastic mesh method for 
each term. In more detail, 
for t = 





V h { S h { u j , ) ) = V t , { X , , { k ) ) ( 3 .9 ) 
1 TV n 
z=l J = l 
3.2.3. Derive Marginal Density and Transition Density 
In this section, we derive marginal density and transition density for stochastic 
mesh method. We first specify the following basic settings: Recall that St is the 
D-dimensional vector of several state variables that govern portfolio prices. De-
note St = {Sl .Sf , . •., Without loss of generality, we assume the underlying 
St. is a D-dimensional, m-factor lognormal processes with the real-world drift //^： 
(igd m 
t j=i 
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\vh(�n�i vy for j 二 1，. . .，7n are independent standard Brownian motions; L is an 
D X 711 matrix. The instantaneous covariance matrix is E = LL^. 
Thus 
1 m 
St = exp[(Md — -^dd)t + ViY,LdjWl] for d=l,2,...,D. 
j = i 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose St follows Geometric Brownian motion with fi as the 
real-world drift and S as the covariance matrix, r is the risk-neutral rate. We 
s'lmulate St from time 0 to time H under physical measure and simulate Sh to 
St from, risk-neutral measure. Then we have 
In St � y V (爲，ST)， 
—ere Si = In + (/i - ^diagonal{E))H + (r - ^diagonal{E)){T — H). Hence 
the density function of In St is 
綱 = ( 2 力 d / 2 二 ( 刚 1/2 — S ^ m r r i u 一 艮)}. 
Tke density function of St is F[u) 二 J\(lnu)/u 作 2 ...ud where u is a D-
dimenswnal vector and u^ is the ith element of vector u. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is provided in Appendix A. 
Theorem 3.2. Under the above setting, given Sh 二 x, we simulate St from 
Sh under risk-neutral measure. Thus, the D-dimensional vector In St follows 
multivariate normal distribution. 
l n 5 V 〜 — i f ) ) , 
where §2 = lnx {r - ldtagonal{E)){T - H). 
Given In Sh = Inx, the density function for In St is 
工，W - H)y/^ - — H))-\u — 
Thus the transition density of St given Sh = x is frix, u) = 
f2{xMu)/uiU2 . . .Ud where u is a D-dimensional vector and u, is the ith el-
ement of vector u. 
The proof is provided in Appendix A. 
CHAPTER 4 
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In this chapter we present several numerical experiments that compare the 
four methods to compute risk measurements under one-dimensional and multi-
dimensional situations. We begin in section 4.1 by describing our experimental 
settings. In section 4.2 and 4.3, we compare the bias and MSE of the estimators 
obtained by each approach. Finally, we make some conclusions on the numerical 
results. 
4.1. Experimental Setting 
In our experiment setting, St = {S}, S^, . . . , S^) is a D-dimensional vector of 
several state variables that governs portfolio prices. We assume St follow Geo-
metric Brownian motion with as the real-world drift and E as the covariance 
matrix. For each element of St 
dgd rn 
二 fiddt + ^LdjdWg, 
t J=l 
where V /^ for J = 1广 . •，m are independent standard Brownian motions; L is an 
D X m matrix. The covariance matrix S 二 LL丁. 
Thus 
1 m 
St = s^ — + V^^ LajW{] for- d= 口, 
29 
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• Oiie-Dimensional Case 
We assume the portfolio consists of a long position in a single put option 
with strike price K = 95 and maturity T = 0.25 years. Let the initial 
price of the underlying asset be Sq = 100. The real drift of this process is 
/i = 8% and volatility is a - 20%. The risk-free rate is r = 3%. We fix the 
risk horizon H at one week, i.e. H = 1/52 years. 
• Multi-Dimensional Case 
In the multi-dimensional case, we assume that St is a two dimensional 
lognormal process with initial prices Sq = [93 77]; The real drifts ji = 
( Q Q4 Q QQ5 、 
0.08 0.03] and covariance matrix E = . We consider a 
� 0 . 0 0 5 0.0025 y 
portfolio consisting of long two call options with strike prices K = [90 75]; 
maturities T = [1.5 1.5]. Different option is based on different underlying 
asset respectively. Let the risk horizon be four months, H =!/?>. And the 
risk-free rate is r = 4%. 
For these four methods, given a total computational budget k, we consider the 
following estimators. 
• Uniform sampling. The optimal estimator with minimium MSE is m oc 
人:1/3�n oc k耶.In practice, we just simply choose m = and n = k啡, 
參 Sequential sampling. Given total computational budget k, we use initial 
inner samples as mo = 10，and average inner samples as m = 100. Thus 
outer scenarios n is fixed by n = k/fn. It should be noticed the sequential 
method can only apply in estimating the probability of large loss due to 
the special characteristics of the derivation. 
• Stochastic mesh method. In this method, we simulate n outer scenarios 
and for each outer scenario, we just simulate one inner sample. But we can 
not simply set n = k. Recall the mesh estimator calculation formula (3.5), 
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for n outer scenarios, the total computational budget is approximately 
Thus we set n = k^!'^. 
• Least Square method. The estimator of least square method depends on 
the selection of basis function. In our experiments, we use {1,5, S^} as 
basis functions in one-dimensional case. For multi-dimensional case, we 
choose basis functions consisting of a constant, each element of the state 
vector, their quadratic value and their cross products. 
To keep consistency in time, we directly plot bias and MSE versus running time 
by varying the total budget k from lO* to 10^ 
4.2. Bias Comparison 
• One-Dimensional case 
We first numerically compare the estimators obtained by the four methods 
on the basis of bias in one-dimensional case. Figure 4.1 shows us the bias 
comparison of estimators for estimating the probability of large loss. The 
results for Value-at-Risk and Expected Shortfall are presented in Figure 
4.2 and Figure 4.3. 
In one-dimensional case, we can see that Stochastic Mesh method can 
achieve the smallest bias compared to other methods. For Least Square 
method, the bias decreases quickly at the beginning. However, as time 
goes the bias of Least Square method turns out to remain at a certain 
level. To conclude, the Least Square method converges quickly but it riia,y 
not produce an accurate enough estimator. Since the choices of basis func-
tions is crucial to the performance of Least Square method, we ma,y add 
more basis functions to achieve smaller biases. 
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Plot bias vs. log-time for one-dimensional probability of large loss 
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F i g u r e 4 . 1 : Bias p lo t for p r o b a b i l i t y of large loss in 1 -D case. Basic parameter for numer ica l 
i l l us t ra t ion : L o n g pos i t i on in a single p u t op t i on w i t h s t r ike pr ice K = 95; m a t u r i t y T = 0.25 
years; i n i t i a l asset pr ice - 100. T h e real d r i f t of th is process is/x = 8%, v o l a t i l i t y is a = 20% 
arid r isk-free rate is r = 3%. We fix the r isk hor izon one week, H = 1/52 years. Stochast ic 
Mesh m e t h o d can achieve the smal lest bias. For Least Square me thod , smal l error can be 
achieved w i t h i n a shor t t ime. B u t the convergent er ror is s t i l l large. 
• Multi-Dimensional case 
The bias performance for each method under multi-dimensional case is 
basically similar. Figure 4.4 shows us the bias plot for estimators of prob-
ability of loss in a multi-dimensional case. Then the bias comparison on 
the basis of Value-at-Risk is shown in Figure 4.5. At last, Figure 4.6 gives 
the bias plot for estimating Expected Shortfall. In this case, Least Square 
method and Stochastic Mesh both can achieve relative small errors. 
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Plot bias vs. log—time for one-dimensional VaR 
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Figure 4.2: Bia^ plot for VaR in 1-D case. Basic parameter for numerical illustration: Long 
pos i t i on in a single p u t op t i on w i t h st r ike pr ice K = 95; m a t u r i t y T = 0.25 years; i n i t i a l asset 
pr ice = 100. T h e real d r i f t of th is process is / i = 8%, vo la t i l i t y is cr = 20% and r isk-free 
rate is R = 3%. We fix the r isk hor izon one week, H = 1 /52 years. Stochast ic Mesh m e t h o d 
can achieve the smal lest bias. For Least Square method , smal l error can be achieved w i t h i n a 
shor t t ime. B u t the convergent error is s t i l l large. 
4.3. MSE Comparison 
• One-Dimensional case 
In this section, we will provide numerically MSE comparison of various 
estimators obtained by the past two methods and our new approaches. 
At first, we conduct MSE comparison in a one-dimensional case. Figure 
4.7，Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 present the plot of MSE versus time for 
probability of large loss, VaR and Expected Shortfall respectively. 
We can find out that, in MSE comparison, Stochastic Mesh method perform 
wdl under one-dimensional case. Least Square method can often attain a, 
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Plot bias vs. log-time for one-dimensional Expected Shortfall 
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Figure 4.3: Bias plot for ES in 1-D case. Basic parameter for numerical illustration: Long 
pos i t i on in a, single p u t op t i on w i t h st r ike pr ice K = 95; m a t u r i t y T = 0.25 years; i n i t i a l asset 
pr ice 5o = 100. T h e real d r i f t of th is process is " = 8%, vo l a t i l i t y is cr = 20% and r isk-free 
ra te is R 二 3%. W e fix the r isk hor izon one week, H = 1 /52 years. Stochast ic Mesh m e t h o d 
and Least Square m e t h o d b o t h can achieve the smal l bias. 
smaller MSE in a few seconds. However, as time goes by, the MSE of Least 
Square method have relatively flat trend because it is dominated by the 
corresponding large bias term. Thus we can conclude that Least Square 
method converges fast. It can reach a small bias and MSE in a few seconds. 
On the other hand, the final bias level will be relatively large. Thus we 
may improve the bias performance of Least Square method by choosing 
proper basis functions. 
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Plot bias vs. log—time for rnulti-dirnensional probability of large loss 
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Figure 4 . 4 : Bia^ p lo t for p r o b a b i l i t y of large loss i n mu l t i - d imens iona l case. Basic parameter 
for numer ica l i l l us t ra t ion : The re are two assets w i t h i n i t i a l prices 5*。二 [93 77]; T h e real d r i f t s 
/ i 二 [0.08 0.03] and vo la t i l i t ies are cti 二 0.2, (72 = 0.05 and the cor re la t ion coeff icient p = 0.5. 
We consider a po r t f o l i o consis t ing of long three cal l opt ions w i t h st r ike prices K = [90 75]; 
ma tu r i t i es T = [1.5 1.5]. R isk hor izon is H = 1 /3 ; r isk-free rate is r = 4%. 
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Plot bias vs. log-time for multi-dimensional VaR 
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Figure 4.5: Bias plot for VaR in multi-dimensional case. Basic parameter for numerical 
i l l us t ra t ion : There are two assets w i t h i n i t i a l prices ^o = [93 77]; T h e real d r i f t s ^ = [0.08 0.03] 
and vo la t i l i t ies are cri 二 0.2, o) = 0.05 and the cor re la t ion coeff icient p = 0.5. We consider 
a po r t f o l i o consis t ing of long three cal l opt ions w i t h s t r ike prices K = [90 75]; ma tu r i t i es 
r = [1.5 1.5]. R isk hor izon is / / = 1/3 ; r isk-free rate is r = 4%. We can see Least Square 
m e t h o d and Stochast ic Mesh b o t h can achieve re la t ive smal l errors. 
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Plot bias vs. log-time for rnulti-dimensional Expected Shortfall 
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F i g u r e 4 . 6 : Bias p lo t for ES in mu l t i - d imens iona l case. Basic parameter for numer ica l 
i l l us t ra t ion : There are two assets w i t h i n i t i a l prices S^ = [93 77]; T h e real d r i f t s / i = [0.08 0.03] 
arid vo la t i l i t ies are ai = 0.2, = 0.05 and the cor re la t ion coeff icient p = 0.5. We consider 
a portfolio consisting of long three call options with strike prices K = [90 75]; maturities 
r = [1.5 1.5]. Risk hor izon is H = 1 /3; r isk-free rate is r = 4%. For Least Square me thod , 
smal l error can be achieved w i t h i n a shor t t ime. Stochast ic Mesh b o t h can achieve smallest 
error among four methods. 
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Plot log-MSE vs. log-time for one-dimensional probability of large loss 
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Figure 4.7: MSE plot for probability of large loss in 1-D case. Basic parameter for numerical 
i l l us t ra t ion : L o n g pos i t i on in a single p u t o p t i o n w i t h s t r ike pr ice K = 95; m a t u r i t y T = 0.25 
years; i n i t i a l asset pr ice Sq = 100. T h e real d r i f t of th is process is / i = 8%, v o l a t i l i t y is cr = 20% 
and r isk-free ra te is r = 3%. We fix the r isk hor izon one week, If = 1/52 years. 
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Plot log-MSE vs. log-time for one-dimensional VaR 
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Figure 4.8: M S E plot for VaR in 1 - D case. Basic parameter for numerical illustration: Long 
pos i t i on i n a single p u t o p t i o n w i t h st r ike pr ice K = 95; m a t u r i t y T = 0.25 years; i n i t i a l asset 
pr ice So = 100. T h e real d r i f t of th is process is = 8%, vo la t i l i t y is = 20% and r isk-free 
rate is R : 3%. We f ix the r isk hor izon one week, H = 1/52 years. 
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Plot log-MSE vs. log-t ime for one-dimensional Expected Shortfall 
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F i g u r e 4 . 9 : M S E p l o t f o r E S i n 1 - D case. B a s i c p a r a m e t e r f o r n u m e r i c a l i l l u s t r a t i o n : L o n g 
posit ion in a single put opt ion w i t h strike price K = 95; ma tu r i t y T = 0.25 years; in i t ia l asset 
price = 100. The real d r i f t of this process is = 8%, vo la t i l i ty is o* = 20% and risk-free 
rate is r = 3%. We fix the risk horizon one w e e k , 丑 = 1 / 5 2 years. 
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• Multi-Dimensional case 
The numerical results of MSE plot under multi-dimensional case are pre-
sented in Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. In this case, Least 
Square method converges quickly and incurs the smallest MSE in multi-
dimensional cases. Unfortunately, the MSE performance of Stochastic 
Mesh method is not quite satisfactory. The reason may be that in multi-
dimensional case, MSE of Stochastic Mesh method is dominated by the 
variance term. The multi-dimensional underlying assets may increase the 
computational complexity in calculating mesh estimators. Thus within a 
fixed time, less outer scenarios is allowed to be simulated, which incurs a 
large variance. 
Plot log-MSE vs. log-time for multi-dimensional probability of large loss 
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Figure 4.10： MSE plot for probability of large loss in multi-dimensional case. Basic parameter 
for numer ica l i l l us t ra t ion : There are two assets w i t h i n i t i a l prices Sq = [93 77]; T h e real d r i f t s 
/ i = [0.08 0.03] and vo la t i l i t ies are d i = 0.2, = 0.05 and the cor re la t ion coeff icient p 二 0.5. 
We consider a po r t f o l i o consis t ing of long three cal l opt ions w i t h s t r ike prices K = [90 75]； 
matu r i t i es T = [1.5 1.5]. R isk hor izon is H = 1 /3; r isk-free rate is r = 4%. 
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Plot log-MSE vs. log-time for multi-dimensional VaR 
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Figure 4 .11: MSE plot for VaR in multi-dimensional case. Basic parameter for numerical 
i l l us t ra t ion : There are two assets w i t h i n i t i a l prices So = [93 77]; T h e real d r i f t s / i = [0.08 0.03] 
arid vo la t i l i t ies are a i = 0.2, 02 = 0.05 and the cor re la t ion coeff icient p = 0.5. We consider 
a po r t f o l i o cons is t ing of long three cal l op t ions w i t h s t r ike prices K = [90 75]; ma tu r i t i es 
T = [1.5 1.5]. R isk hor izon is H = 1 /3 ; r isk-free rate is r = 4%. 
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Plot log-MSE vs. log-time for multi-dimensional Expected Shortfall 
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Figure 4 .12: MSE plot for ES in multi-dimensional case. Basic parameter for numerical 
i l lustrat ion： There are two assets w i t h i n i t i a l prices So = [93 77]; T h e real d r i f t s / i = [0.08 0.03] 
and volatilities are = 0.2, = 0.05 and the correlation coefficient p = 0.5. We consider 
a po r t f o l i o consis t ing of long three cal l opt ions w i t h s t r ike prices K = [90 75]; ma tu r i t i es 
T = [1.5 1.5]. R isk hor izon is H = 1 /3 ; r isk-free rate is r = 4%. 
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4.4. Modified Least Square method 
111 the numerical experiments, we can see that Least Square method can achieve 
a smaller error within a short time period. However the converged bias seems 
to be relatively large. One solution to enhancing the bias performance may 
be adding more basis functions in our experiments. We retry the experiment 
of estimating Value-at-Risk in one-dimensional case. Now we choose 4 basis 
functions {1,5', instead of {1,5', S^}. The following figures shows the bias 
performance and MSE performance of modified Least Square method comparing 
with others. 
Plot bias vs. l og - t ime for o n e - d i m e n s i o n a l VaR 
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Figure 4 .13: Bias performance of modified Least Square method for VaR in 1-D case. Mod-
ified Least Square method can achieve smaller bias than previous Least Square method. 
Prom Figure (4.13) and Figure (4.14), we can see that the bias of modified 
Least Square method is better that the old one. The associated MSE also con-
verges to an even smaller scale. To conclude, the choice of basis functions is 
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Plot log-MSE vs. log-time for one-dimensional VaR 
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Figure 4.14: MSE performance of modified Least Square method for VaR in 1-D case. MSE 
per formance of mod i f i ed Least Square m e t h o d has been improved. 
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( T u d a l ill Least, Square method. By adding more basis functions, we can obtain 
moi.(�accurate stimators by Least Square method. 
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, we consider the problem of estimating three different risk mea-
surements -Probability of Large Loss; Value-at-Risk; and Expected shortfall for 
portfolio by nested simulation procedures. Gordy and Juneja (2006, 2008) and 
Broadie, Du, and Moallemi (2010)'s methods have been reviewed first. Then, 
we develop two approaches - Least Square Monte-Carlo approach and Stochas-
tic Mesh approach under our setting, which used to apply to pricing American 
style option. We use these two methods to estimate the future portfolio value 
as a conditional expectation in the inner level simulation step. In the numerical 
experiment part, we conduct several numerical examples and compare the four 
approaches numerically in bias comparison and MSE comparison. We find out 
that Uniform sampling method mentioned by Gordy and Juneja has its limita-
tion in practice. It is not clear how to determine the coe伍cient for optimal MSE 
estimators. Meanwhile, due to the special characteristics of the derivation, Se-
quential Sampling proposed by Broadie, Du, and Moallemi can not be applied to 
estimate other risk measurements except for the probability of large loss. From 
the numerical experiments, we can see that our two new approaches have ad-
vantages in bias comparison in both one-dimensional case and multi-dimensional 
case. Lea i^t Square method can be fast and easy to implement without allocating 
computational budgets into outer and inner level simulations. There are some 
concerns about the bias of the least square method. The converging error may re-
47 
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iiiaiii at a relatively higher level. However, by choosing proper basis function for 
the least square method, the bias can be effectively reduced. Stochastic Mesh 
method incurs the smallest error but is time-consuming in multi-dimensional 
cases. In comparing MSE experiments, Stochastic Mesh method can not per-
fonii as well a,s uniform sampling and Least Square method in multi-dimensional 
case. The reason may be that in multi-dimensional case, MSE of Stochastic Mesh 
method is dominated by the variance term. The multi-dimensional underlying 
assets may increase the computational complexity in calculating mesh estima-
tors. Thus within a fixed time, less outer scenarios is allowed to be simulated, 
which incurs a large variance. 
Since we focus on the numerical implements of each method with little theo-
retical work, in the future, we may approach to give some analytical results about 
the convergence rate of MSE under our two new methods. Also, to improve the 
efficiency of Least Square method, we may focus more on the selection of basis 
function in Least-Square method. Moreover, a weighted least square regression 
approach may also be considered. 
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A. l . Proof of Theorem 3.1 
St is a D-dimensional, m-factor lognormal processes with the real-world drift //^： 
rn 
where for = 1 , . . . , m are independent standard Brownian motions; L is an 
D X m matrix. The instantaneous covariance matrix is T； = LlJ. 
Thus 
1 m 
^t = exp[(/i, - + for c / = l，2， . . .，D . 
户1 
Cd 
In 碎= I n (备 ) + I n 对 
where ln(|f) and hiSfj are both normal and independent from each other. 
And 
1 m 
路 = S ^ exp{(/i, — + d=l,...,D (A.l) 
j=i 
1 m 
In^'/ = hiSg + (Md — + d=l,...,D 
j=i 
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In Si � y V ( In Sg + (/i , — ^ d d H ) ， d=l,…，D 
The D-dimensional vector In Sh follows multivariate normal distribution. 
InSn �N[\nSQ -f (/i - diagonal (E)) H, E H), 
where di(i(]onal{T.) = { E n , . . . , JIddY is the diagonal vector. 
1 m 
S'r = Si exp{(r — — + LdjiW} 一 巧)}’ 
H J = 1 
and 
Qd 1 m 
In 戎 〜 春 - — H), — d=l,...,D 
H J = l 
The Z)-dimensional vector In 4 {ln(|f),...，ln(||)} follows multivariate nor-
mal distribution. 
St I 
In 石〜N { ( r — -diagonal{T.)){T - H), E(T 一 H)). 
Then In St = ln(|j) + In Sh, is the sum of two independent multi-normal 
variable, which still follows multivariate normal distribution, with mean Si = 
In 5'o + ( / i - ldmgonal(E))H + (r — \diagonal{X)){T — H) and covariance matrix 
ST. Hence the density function of In St is 
."⑷ 二 (27r)D/2二(ST)i/2 — S,Y{T.Tr\u 一 如 . 
The density function of St is F{v) = J\(lnu)/uiu2 ’ . . u�where u is a D-
clirnensional vector and u, is the zth element of vector u. 
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A.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2 
Under risk-neutral measure, given that Sfj 二 S车 is simulated by 
1 m 
^ T = Si • e x p [ ( r - - H) - f - Wj,)] 
3 = 1 
1 爪 
= • exp[(r - - H) L^jiW^. - ford=l,2,...,D. 
Thus, the D-dimensional vector In St follows multivariate normal distribu-
tion. 
In 5V � I n X + (r - ^diagonal{E)){T 一 H), E(T — H)) ’ 
where diagonal(T.) = { E u , . . . , Edd}'^ is the diagonal vector. 
Given In 57/ = Inx, the density function for In St is 
从工,=[2.)ol2demT - H)yi^ — — H))-\u -实)}• 
where 实全 In a: + (r — \diagonal{T.)){T 一 H). 
Thus the transition density of St given Sh = x is frix, u)= 
• Ud where i/, is a D-dimensional vector and ui is the zth el-
ement of vector u. 
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